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PIT of individual who delegates PIT
finalization but terminates the labor
contract
General Department of Taxation issued Official Letter No. 5742/TCTTNCN dated 12 December 2016 in order to answer concerns about the
obligation of paying personal income tax in arrears by monitoring to
individual who authorizes PIT finalization but terminates the labor
contract. Accordingly:


Tax payer with income from salaries and wages shall submit 02
applications for dependent registration (using the form provided
in guiding documents on tax administration) to the income payer
as the basis for calculating dependent deductions. The income
payer keeps 01 application and submits 01 application to the local
tax authority when submitting the personal income tax
declaration of that person in accordance with the Law of tax
administration;



The income payer is responsible for maintaining documents
proving the dependents and presents them when the tax
authority carries out the tax inspection.

Therefore, in case the enterprise which is authorized to finalize PIT by
individual does not maintain and present these documents when being
tax inspection, the enterprise will take the responsibility to pay the
outstanding tax amount to the State Budget.

Note: This newsletter is provided gratuitously and without liability. The content of the
newsletter only includes general information on issues of concern and, therefore,
does not constitute professional advice. Documents in the form of official letters
are for reference only and cannot apply to all cases.
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Crowe Horwath Vietnam is one of the leading mid-tier audit and advisory
service firms in Vietnam. Crowe Horwath Vietnam takes pride in helping
numerous clients efficiently operate and successfully reach their business
goals. Crowe Horwath Vietnam acts as a full member of Crowe Horwath
International, World’s No.9 and Asia Pacific’s No.6 accounting and auditing
network. The network consists of more than 200 independent accounting and
advisory services firms in more than 120 countries around the world.
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At Crowe Horwath Vietnam, we wish to make valuable contribution towards the socioeconomic development by passing along our professional knowledge to community
and making legislative news widespread. We continuously invest our resources, both
human and physical, in newsletter service to provide fruitful updates to everyone who
wants to engage with our content at no charge.
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